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Introduction to personal settings
Personal settings in Lamplight affect each database operator individually.
They control elements of your own system, what you see and how
information is displayed.
To access global settings, choose admin from the main menu, then click System
Administration and locate the Customise Lamplight box. You may see different
options to the ones below, depending on your access level. Click on ‘change
my personal settings’.

Anything you change within these settings will only affect you – the changes
you make won’t appear when another operator logs in.
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Data views
List data views are a way of selecting specific pieces of information you want
to view about people. There are several places in personal settings where
you have the option to use data views to customise how you view things in
Lamplight.
A few examples of where you can use them in Lamplight are as a header on
profiles, to create a summary page on profiles, or to specify the details that
you want to see about people on the relationships tab. You will find more
details of these and other uses throughout this guide.
If you are not certain how to make group data views (or would like some
further information) you can find a guide to data views in section 14.8 of the
help manual.
You can access the help manual from any screen in Lamplight when you are
logged in by clicking the Help button at the top right of the screen. You can
also use this box to search the help manual, as shown below:

There are also videos introducing data views and how to create them in our
‘How to’ videos collection, which you can find here:
http://www.lamplightdb.co.uk/training/how-to-videos/.
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Logging in and general settings
This section allows you to customise general things about your personal
Lamplight experience, including what you see on your home screen.
When you make a change to any of these settings you should scroll to the
bottom of this screen and click save. You should then refresh your system (F5
on a windows computer, command – R on a Mac) to see the changes take
effect.

Home page tabs
Use these checkboxes to choose which tabs you want to see on your Home
page.

You can also left click on a box and drag it to change the order in which it
appears. While the order shows as top to bottom in personal settings, it is left
to right on your home page.

Template to use on diary items
This can change what basic information you see on your homepage diary. By
default you will see the beginning and end time of each record in the diary, and
information taken directly from the ‘summary’ box in the work record. You can
change this by adding in more information by choosing from the template
strings under the box, for example {location}.
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Each separate string is shown in {}. If you are adding these to the diary
template, you will need to separate each with a colon or dash. So if, as in the
example above, you were adding in ‘location’, the text in your ‘Template to use
on diary items’ box would look like this:
{start_time} - {end_time}: {location}
And when looking at a record in your diary, it would show like this:

If you want this information to show in the diary, you will need to ensure you
are recording this information in your work records. For the most part you
won’t need to change this.

Group/list data view to use on my users home page tab
Use this drop-down list to select a group/list data view you would like to apply
on your ‘My Users’ home page tab (this may be called something slightly
different, such as ‘my clients’, or ‘my participants’.) This will customise the
information that appears in the table of that tab, so you can choose what data
you it would be useful for you to see there.
For example, if you have a data view showing address details, and choose to
use that to view your ‘my users’ table, it would look something like this:
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Colour scheme
Use this drop-down list to select a different colour scheme for Lamplight, if you
would like. There are a few set colour schemes available to you.

Your colour scheme will not change until you refresh the page.

Use 'sticky titles' that always appear on screen when you scroll down
If you use header bars on your profiles, selecting this option will mean that it
stays at the top of the screen as you scroll down, so that you continue to see
the information wherever you are on the page.

Show a menu button on tables
Selecting this option makes the menu button on the left of any table visible.
If the option is not ticked, your work table will look like this:
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If you do tick this option (and save your settings) your work table will now be
showing the menu button:

If you choose not to show the menu button you can still access table menu
options by right clicking on the row that you want to edit.
After you have saved changes to this option, refresh your browser for the
changes to take effect.

Show case options on context menus
You may use cases in your work – again this could be called something
different on your system. If you do use them, when you open the tab it will
look something like this:

If you do not choose to show case options on context menus, then when you
are viewing the menu for a work record your options will look like this:
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If you select this option your menu will also display options related to cases, as
shown below:

Refresh your browser for changes to take effect.
Use a confirm box to warn of timeouts
Lamplight will log you out after 20 minutes of inactivity by default (i.e. not
navigating through Lamplight, saving or editing records). This may be longer or
shorter on your system. If you choose this option, Lamplight will bring up a
warning to let you know when you are about to be logged out, giving you the
opportunity to save your work. The pop-up warning box looks like this:
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Show keyboard shortcuts
Use this drop-down if you would like to be able to use keyboard shortcuts to
navigate around Lamplight. Once you have selected one of these options a
number or letters will appear on the tabs you can navigate to: use alt+[option]
on the keyboard to navigate to this tab without using the mouse:

Refresh your browser for the changes to take effect.

Use tabs on forms
By default, Lamplight shows forms such as work, referral and outcomes records
split into separate tabs. If you untick this box, when you go to enter a new work
record, instead of seeing it across a number of tabs it will appear as one long
form.
With this box checked your work record appears like this:
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With the box unchecked there are no tabs at the top:

Refresh your browser for any changes to take effect.
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Profiles
This section allows you to customise how information is displayed when you
are looking at a profile.

Group/list data view to use as summary tab on profiles
This will add a summary tab to the beginning of a profile. The data view that you
choose from the drop-down list will decide what information is displayed here.

Group/list data view to use in heading on profiles (default)
When you specify a data view from this drop-down list, Lamplight will add a
header bar to the top of each profile. This shows the information specified in
your chosen data view (in this example role, first name, surname and starting
date) underneath the profile name:
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Group data view to use… (various options)
If you would like to vary the header you see depending on the type of profile
you’re looking at (staff, service user, volunteer, donor etc.), the different options
shown here each relates to a separate profile type. Use the drop-down menu
beside each option to choose which group data view (if any) you would like to
use for that particular role.

If you have a profile header group data view (above), show empty fields?
This gives you the option to hide fields in header rows when there is no
information to show. For example, if your data view includes ‘age’, this field
name will only show in the header bar for profiles where an age has been
entered. Where there is no age in the profile the field name will not appear.

Group/list data view to use on relations tab
Choose one of your group data views from the drop-down list to decide what
additional information will be displayed on table in the relationships tab in
profiles. It’s fine not to use any data view, and the relationships table will look
like this:

However, specifying a data view to use allows you to add columns to the table:
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Which tab to show initially when viewing profiles
Choose from the drop-down list which tab will be displayed first when you open
a profile. Note that some tabs will not always be visible on all profiles (especially
custom tabs). For example, you may have a ‘personal details’ tab which is
present on your clients’ profiles, but not for staff.

Profile tab order
This allows you not only to re-order the tabs you see when you open a profile,
but also to decide which ones you do and do not want to see. By default, tabs
will initially be unticked and you will see them all. If you want to choose which
to see, tick the ones which you would like to be visible. Any which remain
unticked will then be hidden – you can always come back to personal settings to
edit your choices. A note of caution – if you have specified which tabs you would
like to be able to see and then new tabs are added to your system, you will need
to come back to this list to tick them or they will remain hidden.
When you have ticked the tabs that you would like to see, you can left click then
drag and drop them in the list to change the order. Note that some tabs will not
always be visible in all profiles (especially custom fields – see above).

Split tabs in profiles into sections
This option changes the way profile tabs are displayed. By default they will show
in one row at the top of a profile (this row may extend over more than one line,
depending on the width of your screen). If you choose this option, Lamplight will
split them into categories in separate rows:

How would you like outcomes displayed on profiles?
There are 3 different choices of how to view outcomes in the ‘outcomes‘ profile
tab.
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The radar chart

This option gives you a radar chart which shows you all the outcomes recorded
for a set of measures. You can also add new scores to the chart directly, or to a
set of drop-down boxes.
Advanced table

This table has a column for every time each individual outcome has been
measured. You can add another score to a measure in the final column.
Normal table

Each row of this table shows one time that a measure has been recorded. You
can re-order the table by date, category, work area or individual measure,
depending on the information you are looking for.
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Default values for dates on lists

This section allows you to set the date-range of work and other records that
will be displayed in a table view (for example Activity>View>Work). If you
don’t change this setting then when you run an activities table it automatically
shows you records three months in the past to three months in the future.
However, you can alter this so that you see more or fewer records on a table.
You can also alter some other default options for records here.

Date from type (earliest date) and date from (value)
Use these drop-downs to select how far back you would like to show records by
default when you open a records table (for example activity>view>work). You
could decide that you would always like to see all records from two years ago or
less – so you would choose a ‘date from’ type of years, and the ‘date from’ value
of -2. The date from value should always be a minus (-), as it is in the past.

Date to type (earliest date) and date to (value)
As with the ‘date from’, you can select how far into the future you would like to
show records by default in a records table. For example, if you would like to see
them for 1 month into the future, choose a ‘date to type’ of months and a ‘date
to value’ of 1.

Number of minutes between options on date-time dropdowns
This option allows you to specify how precisely you would like to be able to
record minutes in work and other records. You can choose to be able to record
timings exactly to the minute, if it is important to be specific about the amounts
of time taken, in 5 minute chunks (so you would only see the options 5,10,15,20
etc. on the drop-down), then in increasing lengths of time – 10,15,20,30 and 60
minute intervals. If you choose 60 minutes, for example, then you would only be
a
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able to record the amount of time taken to the nearest hour, and every record
would show as starting on the hour.

Always add you to the attendance table on work records?
Selecting this option will automatically add you to the attendance table on any
work records you create. Remember this setting is only for your login, so won’t
affect the work records which other people are entering.

Show staff initials attending work and other records? If so, how many letters
of first name/surname to use?
Choosing any of the options from this dropdown will add a column to the end
of a work view table called “Staff” which displays the initials of any staff
member who is recorded as attending. The options allow you to increase or
decrease the number of letters displayed for their first name and surname.

Group data view to use by default when viewing […] records
When you’re viewing a single activity record (work, outcomes or referral, for
example) there is an attendance table included. Use this series of dropdowns
to specify a group data view which will then be used to determine what
information will be included as columns in the attendance table. This can be
useful if you want to see addresses and contact details when viewing a work
record, for instance.
If you are not certain how to make group data views, please the section on
page 4 of this manual.
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Communications

My signature (appended to emails)
Use this box and the Text Editing Tools to create, edit and save your email
signature.
Click the plus sign at the top right of the box to display full editing options,
including the ability to add images:

Once you have clicked Save at the bottom of the page, this signature will be
added automatically to emails, letters and SMS text messages sent by you
through your Lamplight system.
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